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What Are Symbols For?
In 1875, Rev. Moses Drury
Hoge stood before 40,000
people in Richmond, Virginia,
at the foot of the newly
dedicated statue of Thomas J.
“Stonewall” Jackson, and
delivered what one historian
called the “noblest oration of
his later life.”
He believed that in the
future, the path to that statue
would be “trodden” by the feet
of travelers from “the banks of
the Hudson, the Mississippi,
[and] the Sacramento…from
the Tiber, the Rhine, [and] the
Danube.” They would be
accompanied by “Honor” and
“Freedom,” the twin principles
by which Jackson lived and
died and which these pilgrims
would seek to celebrate.
Jackson represented the best
of American society and his
memorial reminded not just
America, but the world, of
patriotism, heroism, and duty,
the highest traits of Western
Civilization and of all dead
heroes.
But though Hoge was
willing to put down the sword
and join in common cause with
his former foes from the North,
he urged the thousands of
people in Richmond that day to
not “shut our eyes to the fact
that this consolidated empire of
states is not the Union
established by our fathers. No
intelligent European student of
American institutions is
deceived by any such assumption. We gain nothing by
deceiving ourselves.”
To Hoge, the bronze
depiction of Jackson represented more than just a
memorial for dead heroes and
patriots. It was a symbol of

American principles, bequeathed
by their patrimony and defended
by the blood of thousands of
Southerners sleeping in graves
across the United States. “And
now standing before this statue,”
he thundered, “and, as in the
living presence of the man it
represents, cordially endorsing, as
I do, the principles of the political
school in which he was trained
and in defence of which he died…I
speak not for myself, but for the
South, when I say it is our
interest, our duty and determination, to maintain the Union, and
to make every possible contribution to its prosperity and glory, if
all the states which compose it
will unite in making it such a

to a part is not only a wrong,
but an indignity offered to the
whole.”
Hoge then boldly added
that “if that cannot be, then I
trust the day will never dawn
when the Southern people will
add degradation to defeat, and
hypocrisy to subjugation, by
professing a love for the Union
which denies to one of their
states a single right accorded to
Massachusetts or New York—to
such a Union we will never be
heartily loyal while that bronze
hand grasps its sword—while
yonder river chants the
requiem of the sixteen
thousand Confederate dead
who, with Stuart among them,
sleep on the hills of Hollywood.”
Southern symbols
represent Hoge’s spirit and the
spirit that animated countless
patriots from Runnymede to
Appomattox. The progressive
Left understands this which is
why they need to demonize and
destroy these symbols–not of
“white supremacy and
oppression”–but of defiance to
their political, economic, and
social agenda. The America the
progressive Left loves is not the
Union as our fathers framed, and real America; it’s the America
in enthroning above it, not a
that exists within the confines
Caesar, but the Constitution in its of their own skull, a Utopian
old supremacy [emphasis added].” dream that will never come to
Jackson was defiance.
fruition, but one that requires
Jackson was America. But Hoge the obliteration of traditional
insisted that America could only
Western Civilization.
be maintained if the States stood
The “basket of deplorables”
“on the same level, with such a
must be marginalized, dejealous regard for each other’s
platformed, silenced, and
rights that when the interests or
politically eliminated.
honor of one is assailed, all the
The progressive Left, at
rest, feeling the wound, even as
times,
openly admits it. Take
the body feels the pain inflicted on
for example a statement Brown
one of its members, will kindle
with just resentment at the
...continued on page 2...
outrage, because an injury done

January 24th ~~ Sam Davis Camp
meets at 7:00 p.m., Oglesby
Community Center. The Center is
adjacent to the Woodson Chapel
Church of Christ on Edmondson
Pike, 1/2 block South of the
intersection of Edmondson Pike
and Old Hickory Blvd.
February 28th ~~ Sam Davis
Camp meets at 7:00 p.m., Oglesby
Community Center.
...continued from page 1...
University History Professor Megan
Kate Nelson:
"I would like to propose that
Confederate memorials should
neither be retained nor removed:
They should be destroyed, and their
broken pieces left in situ.
On a scheduled day, a city
government or university administration would invite citizens to
approach a Confederate memorial,
take up a cudgel, and swing away.
The ruination of the memorial would
be a group effort, a way for an
entire community to convert a
symbol of racism and white
supremacy into a symbol of
resistance against oppression.
Historians could put up a
plaque next to the fragments,
explaining the memorial’s history,
from its dedication day to the
moment of its obliteration. A series
of photographs or a YouTube video
could record the process of
destruction. These textual explanations may be unnecessary, however.
Ruins tend to convey their messages
eloquently in and of themselves. In
this case, the ruins of Confederate
memorials in cities across the nation
would suggest that while white
supremacists have often made
claims to power in American history,
those who oppose them can, and

will, fight back."
People like Professor Nelson
seem to be the majority in American
society, and as a result, the assault
on Confederate symbols will
continue for the foreseeable future.
This process began in the early
1990s but has only recently
embodied the revolutionary zeal of
the Jacobin Reign of Terror in
republican France. More statues
will come down. The toppling of
Silent Sam and the removal of
symbols, images, and simply the
names of Davis, Lee, Jackson and
others from public spaces will be,
unfortunately, the opening salvo in
a much longer cultural war that at
its heart will define the American
identity for future generations.
Americans must make a choice.
Do we want to support the cultural,
political, and economic lineage of
Washington, Jefferson, Henry,
Madison, Monroe, Lee, Davis, and
Jackson, the heritage of the Magna
Charta and the Jeffersonian spirit
of self-determination and federalism, the richness of Southern
music, literature, and art, or the
Utopian innovations and comprehensive monolithic centralization of
Professor Nelson?
The Southern tradition and the
Confederate symbols that represent
it are like a rose bush. Every
tradition has it thorns, but the
sweet scent and beauty of its
flowers more than outweigh the
dangers from its tangled vines. Do
we hack down the bush or admire,
nurture, and cultivate the roses? As
Hoge pointed out and as Europeans
understood both during and after
the War, the Southern tradition
embodied in the efforts of the
heroes and patriots of 1776 and
1861, are the American roses, the
American contribution to Western
Civilization. ~~ Brion McClanahan

Here is some information on
the Rebel Yell, gleaned from
miscellaneous sources by a
compatriot living in England in the
late 1990s. Previously published in
the January, 2005 edition of this
newsletter.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
The following is from Vol. VII,
'The Confederate States of America',
The History of the South", ed. by E.
Merton Coulter, Louisiana State
University Press, 1950:
"A characteristic peculiar to
Confederate soldiers was the socalled Rebel Yell, variously
described as a shout 'more
overpowering than the cannon's
roar', 'a mingling of Indian whoop
and wolf-howl', 'the scariest sound
that ever split a human ear', 'a soul
harrowing sound to hear.' It was
said to have originated spontaneously at the First Battle of
Manassas, and seems to have been
born of a spirit of triumph mixed
with feelings of release from fright
on going into battle. Federals
asserted that they heard Stonewall
Jackson's troops give the yell a mile
away."
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
A few years ago I stopped in the
coffee shop at Paddington Station,
in London, seeking a dose of the
caffeine alkaloid before my train up
to Oxford departed. I was in brief
conversation there with a fellow
whose dialect conspicuously
suggested that he was from
Scotland. Perhaps it is indicative of
the turn my conversations tend to
take that we were soon talking
about the Confederate South. He
told me there was a scholar in
Scotland who believes that the
Rebel Yell of the Confederate
soldiers represented "the last time

the great Celtic War Cry has been
heard in history."
Perhaps that is not quite
accurate though.
I am acquainted here with an
elderly German fellow, Werner
Ziegler, who during WWII served in
the Wermacht with General
Student's elite paratroops. In Italy
Werner won the Iron Cross, during
the defense of Monte Casino.
Werner listed off the allied forces
who were engaged in Italy. He said
there were Americans, British, Free
French, Sikhs, Canadians, Texans,
etc. I blinked. "TEXANS?" Why did
he list them separately from the
"Americans"? He was referring to
the 36th Infantry Division, the
Texas National Guard. At Salerno,
as rather green troops, they had
been landed, and the air and naval
support they were supposed to
receive never came. I think other
landings that were supposed to
occur were delayed. In any case,
they fought inland and took their
objectives. Then, seeing that they
were out on a limb and vulnerable,
the Germans decided to destroy
them, bringing the full brunt of
their military might to bear against
this lone division. The Texans
suffered appalling casualties. They
were pushed back to the beaches.
But they fought like hell. And they
were still there, holding their
positions when the British 8th
Army came up from Sicily and
linked up with them. Werner said
that after observing the incredible
tenacity of the Texas troops,
German military intelligence
decided it would be prudent to keep
separate track of them, apart from
the "American" units that were
engaged in the campaign. [He told
me this anecdote before he learned
that I am from the Lone Star State.]
Werner said there was also an
occasion when the Texans attacked
a German division and drove them
from their positions. He witnessed
it happening from a considerable
distance away, and said it was
terrible. Dead and wounded Texans
and Germans lying everywhere.
Debris covering the ground. The
German infantry broke and the
Texans were close after them. And
as the Texans attacked, he said
that above the din of the weapons,
the Germans all heard this high

yelling that resonated across the
terrain, a chilling thing to hear, like
from hordes of crazed wolves.
Hood's Texans broke the
entrenched federal lines at Gaines
Mill. In the vanguard was the 4th
Texas Infantry, led by Hood
personally - as he had originally
been their Colonel. They were called
"the Hell Roaring Fourth" - probably
means they raised a good Yell.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
William Manchester, in his
reminiscences about his service in
the South Pacific in the USMC
during WWII, "Goodbye Darkness",
said that during the bloody island
fighting, it was the *Southerners*
who would leap up from their
trenches to go meet the oncoming
Japanese, raising the *Rebel Yell* of
their Confederate grandfathers.
Manchester added, "They loved the
bayonet". A good friend of his from
Alabama was lying seriously
wounded after a Japanese infantry
attack had been stopped. As this
boy was carried away by medics, he
was heard to be muttering, while
almost unconscious, "Vicksburg...
Vicksburg..."
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
I read a piece in "Confederate
Veteran" on the Rebel Yell ,written
by a veteran. He was responding to
the curiosity people expressed to
know about the Yell, to hear old
veterans raise the Yell, etc. His
point was, the Yell cannot easily be
described, and it certainly CANNOT
be accurately raised at will, in a
peacetime environment. I'm not
sure but think he might have been
in the old Orphan Brigade. In any
case, he proceeded to describe a
battle, an advance. The sensations.
The emotions. The *whop* of a
Minie ball hitting somebody you
know, not far away from you. He
named off names of people getting
hit, each time punctuating the
name with a *whop* of a Minie ball
goring into them. He dramatically
described how all this worked on
your spirit, the whole environment,
everything that was going on, what
you felt and thought. And the. .
.Yell. . .you didn't think, "I'll raise
the Yell", and usually nobody
shouted out a command to raise
the Yell. The Yell just came up from
within the souls of all the men, in

those circumstances, and only in
those circumstances. And the
"History of the South" description of
it, that it "seems to have been born
of a spirit of triumph mixed with a
feeling of release from fright" was
not too far from his views.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
I once read of a Confederate
soldier who was too badly wounded
in both his arms to carry a weapon.
His unit was forming up for an
attack. An officer, seeing his
condition, ordered him to the rear.
He protested that he was going to
go in with his comrades. "I can still
raise the Yell", he explained.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
In "The Blue and the Gray"
compilation, Harvie Dew of the 9th
Virginia Cavalry writes on 'Rebel
and Yankee Yells'. He attributes the
much greater volume and ferocity of
the Rebel Yell to the fact that more
yankees were raised in towns and
cities, whereas more Southerners
had grown up in the open country.
He says the yankees might go,
"Hoo-ray! Hoo-ray! Hoo-ray!" - and
that they called this a "cheer", and
it was intended for the word
"hurrah". But he says he never
heard the pronunciation "hurrah"
in yankee yell (or "cheer") mode.
He does not, however, describe
a Confederate infantry Yell, but the
cavalry Yell he was familiar with,
and it is certainly very different.
Whereas the infantry Yell has the
characteristics more of a wolf-howl,
a soul-chilling wildcat/tornado
screaming, etc. Dew's description of
the CSA cavalry Yell is rendered,
"Woh-who-ey! who-ey! Woh-who-ey!
who-ey!" The first syllable, he says,
the "Woh", is "sounded short and
low, and second, "who", is a "very
high and prolonged note deflecting
upon the third syllable, "ey".
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This was someone’s son, father, brother, nephew,
friend, sweetheart… There was a mother who held this
child when he was sick, when he was scared in the
night. There was a mother who tenderly kissed his
forehead, sang and rocked him to sleep. There was a
father who watched him take his first steps on a dusty
cabin floor. There was a grandfather who taught him to
blacksmith or farm. There were brothers and sisters he
played with, and got in trouble with. There was a
preacher who taught him to fear the Lord. There was a
sweetheart who prayed every day for his safety and his
eventual return home. There was a loving wife and
children who stood and watched as he marched off to
defend his homeland…all eyes filled with tears, he
turned back to wave what would be a final goodbye.
And there lies his bent and broken body, his life gone,
on a faraway field. The living there know not his name.
There were no loved ones there to give him a final
farewell and a proper burial, not even a modest pine
box. If he was lucky, he was likely cast into a shallow
ditch with many others like him. Those who loved him
will never know, their lifetime long, whatever became of
him, where he fell, what his final moments might have
been, the thoughts and words he might have had as his
journey here ended. And then one day, years, decades
later, that mother, father, the brothers and sisters,
sweethearts and wives managed to scrape together
enough money in a desolate wasteland to build him a
monument, so that he might not be forgotten.
This is why monuments to Southern Soldiers stand
and why they are important. They are the only
memorial, the only marker, this young man and
thousands like him will ever have.

